Be My Echo
(Tune: "Are You Sleeping?")

1. Be my echo,
2. What does I say?

Teacher

Class

I says I, I says I,
I says I, I says I,

In - di - an and ig - loo,
It - a - ly and in - fant,

In - sect, in - vi - ta - tion,
Inch-worm and i - gua - na;

From a traditional French round
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Be My Echo (cont.)

1. Be my echo, Be my echo,    1. Be my echo, Be my echo,  
   \(U\) says \(\ddot{u}\), \(U\) says \(\ddot{u}\),   \(A\) says \(\ddot{a}\), \(A\) says \(\ddot{a}\),  
   Upside-down umbrella, Upside-down umbrella.   Alphabet and apples, Alphabet and apples.  
   Under, up and untied, Under, up and untied.   Antelope and antlers, Antelope and antlers.  
   \(\ddot{u}\), \(\ddot{u}\), \(\ddot{u}\), \(\ddot{u}\), \(\ddot{u}\).   \(\ddot{a}\), \(\ddot{a}\), \(\ddot{a}\), \(\ddot{a}\), \(\ddot{a}\).

2. What does \(U\) say? What does \(U\) say?    2. What does \(A\) say? What does \(A\) say?  
   \(U\) says \(\ddot{u}\), \(U\) says \(\ddot{u}\),   \(A\) says \(\ddot{a}\), \(A\) says \(\ddot{a}\),  
   Uncle and umpire, Uncle and umpire.   Alligator, acrobat, Alligator, acrobat.  
   Underline and unlock, Underline and unlock.   Astronaut and adding, Astronaut and adding.  
   \(U\) says \(\ddot{u}\), \(U\) says \(\ddot{u}\).   \(A\) says \(\ddot{a}\), \(A\) says \(\ddot{a}\).

1. Be my echo, Be my echo,    1. Be my echo, Be my echo,  
   \(E\) says \(\ddot{e}\), \(E\) says \(\ddot{e}\),   \(O\) says \(\ddot{o}\), \(O\) says \(\ddot{o}\),  
   Elephant and Eskimo, Elephant and Eskimo.   Octopus and oxen, Octopus and oxen.  
   Elevator, engineer, Elevator, engineer.   On and off and olives, On and off and olives,  
   \(\ddot{e}\), \(\ddot{e}\), \(\ddot{e}\), \(\ddot{e}\), \(\ddot{e}\).   \(\ddot{o}\), \(\ddot{o}\), \(\ddot{o}\), \(\ddot{o}\), \(\ddot{o}\).  

2. What does \(E\) say? What does \(E\) say?    2. What does \(O\) say? What does \(O\) say?  
   \(E\) says \(\ddot{e}\), \(E\) says \(\ddot{e}\),   \(O\) says \(\ddot{o}\), \(O\) says \(\ddot{o}\),  
   Ever, exit, elbow, Ever, exit, elbow.   Opposite and ostrich, Opposite and ostrich.  
   Echo, eggs, and engine, Echo, eggs, and engine.   Oscar in his office, Oscar in his office.  
   \(E\) says \(\ddot{e}\), \(E\) says \(\ddot{e}\).   \(O\) says \(\ddot{o}\), \(O\) says \(\ddot{o}\).